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“Friendship is like peeing on
yourself: everyone can see it,
but only you get the warm feeling
that it brings.”
-Unknown

Save an Inane
Creature: The
Majestic Leaf

By Mary Kennedy ~ Daily Bull

Welcome to a special edition
of Save an Inane Creature.
After viewing this week’s
presentation, our work with
lichen and dental plaque will
seem sorely inadequate. As
you well know, autumn is
upon us and with it comes
the downpour of multicolored leaves. What you may
not know, however, is the
nature and feelings behind
their fancy visages.
Leaves are noble and proud,
understanding their lifespan
can only last from spring
to autumn. They fall and lie
where they will and give no
care to the world where
they go from there. Or, so
it may seem. After delving
deeper into the complexities
of these amazing creatures,
we have discovered fragility
behind the proud façade.
Leaves may act tough, but
they have fears like any other
...see RAGE LEAVERS on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like zomg bears.

Full Metal Therapy
By Jeremy Moore ~ Daily Bull

You awake to a strange clinking sound,
almost as if a foot is tapping on some
metal or something. You slowly lumber
up from your bed, and glance around
the room. Right there, in between you
and the door, is your roommate. He/
she is clad is full plate armor, and is also
wielding a spiked mace. You flip shit,
throw the covers
in the air and yell
at your roommate,
“What the fuck!”
The scariest thing
is that your roommate says nothing
to you in return.
What do you do?

do is outrun them! Wait… a dorm room
really isn’t that big. Hmph, on to suggestion three! Pull a Chuck Norris round
house kick and knock them to the floor,
then bolt it out of there! That would so
work…if you were Chuck Norris, but
don’t kid yourself, you’re not.

Let’s
go
through the
scenario one
more time. You
woke up and
looked around
only to see
your roommate
in full plate
ar mor. Oh, I
Luckily you have
forgot to menmy exper tise in
tion that Capthis field. I have
tain Morgan is
played many
standing in the
video games that
corner as well.
involved full plate
You realize this,
armor. My first sugput two and
gestion would I can think of more than a few people who two together
be throwing a wouldn’t mind waking up next to this hunk o’ and tell yourgiant fireball at him, but that would burn self never to drink again. Once that hapup your room. Also this is real life so…. pens you wake up out of your dream,
on to the next suggestion.
only to find your roommate passed out
on a chair between you and the door,
Since he/she is clad in full plate, they covered in gleaming silver cans. What a
should be really slow. All you have to night you both must have had.

It’s FRIDAY!! It’s FRIIIIDAY!
It’s FRIIIIIIIIIDAAAAAAY!

Grand Opening
Saturday
October 16
The Studio Pizza and WMTU
proudly present:

Matt Jones
White Pines
Steve Leaf
Graham Parsons & The Go Rounds
Tickets are
$5.00
for the
evening

Located at 426 Quincy
St. in Hancock, the newly
renovated Orpheum
Theatre in Studio is waiting for you! Stop by for
cool tunes, cool people,
and hot food.

... RAGE LEAVERS from front

being.

Ever notice how leaves tend to skitter
away as you approach them? Or how
they form piles? These are defense
mechanisms induced by fear. Leaves
are not terribly intelligent creatures.
They form groups to alleviate fear by
strength in numbers, but little do they
realize piles of leaves are a greater
target than leaves gone solo. Rogue
leaves must be tough to survive life
outside the pile.
If you ever glance
down at the
sidewalk, you will
notice the cracks
and holes among
the loners. The
group mentality
cannot process,
however, that a
beating will extend their life,
as a pile will be
scooped up into
the black abyss

of a Hefty trash bag before even a bit
of attention is given to the lone ones.
So we ask your help to extend the
life of these poor creatures. Disperse
piles whenever you may come upon
them, strew them into the wind and
give them a fighting chance for a few
extra weeks of life. Do not be afraid
to repeat this endeavor as often as
you can, for there are many piles and
only so many people to help them.
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Houghton to Enact
Anti-Apple Laws

20 Reasons Dating is like Fishing

By Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan~ Daily Bull

1.) Patience.
2.) It’s fun to catch a fish, but not worth getting soaked over.
3.) Different equipment attracts different fish.
4.) You usually don’t share your favorite fishing hole with many other
fishermen.
5.) We all have one that got away. Swimming after it was pointless.
6.) If you cast in the shallows, you get weeds on your hook and lose
your worm.
7.) Goes best with beer.
8.) At the very least, a nice boat makes it more fun.
9.) As soon as you lose interest, they bite.
10.) Shiny stuff works.
11.) Ice fishing. Bleak and cold with a shred of optimism.
12.) Fishing for other fishermen is frowned upon.
13.) You can do it on the internet, but why?
14.) You should probably throw the young ones back before the
DNR catches you.
15.) Keep control of your pole.
16.) They move in schools. Catch one and suddenly you’re surrounded.
17.) Catch and release is pointless.
18.) If it doesn’t take your bait, its friends won’t either.
19.) No sudden movements.
20.) If you wouldn’t take it to your parents’ house for dinner, throw
it back.

Following and unknown number
of protests and anti-Mac rallies, the
city of Houghton is going to impose a strict anti-Mac policy. Many
are hailing this as the beginning of a
new era, good or bad.
Supporters of the ban are reeling
with success. “I mean, it’s just so
good to see them go. This is a Tech
college, not a liberal arts school.
We use real computers, not Leap
Frogs.” Molly Schmitt said of the
ban. “I mean, even if we allowed
the computer, look at their logo.
Think Different. Anyone who looks
at that can clearly tell there’s bad
english. There’s a missing LY. I’m an
English Major, and I can’t use Mac
because it simply uses improper
English. It’s disgusting. At least
Windows can speak English well,”
another student said. It seems that
in the era of ever looming control
from government, even city governments are getting in the game.
Though the ban has not gone without criticism. Some people, ever
loyal to the Macintosh line of computers, complain that the ban is unconstitutional, and are appealing to
the state of Michigan. “I mean sure,
we get the pinwheel of death, and
adobe really doesn’t like us, ironically, but at least we can’t mess
up a word processor. Who cares
if we can’t use ly adverbs. We can
still use English correct,” Editor Liz
Fujita said of the ban on her favorite
computer. Sadly for Liz, the overwhelming constituents in Houghton favor the ban in favor any other
actual operating system. The State
courts are said to be considering
the case. More on this later.

From Bill Melcher~ Daily Bull

This man caught his girl, using the size of his ‘fish’ as bait.

